ESCADA

2016 Eyewear Collection
The upcoming ESCADA sunglass collection is characterized by fashionable shapes, special effects and a sophisticated mixture of materials.
The 2016 spring/summer collection flaunts classic, extravagant and fanciful shapes, both in simple and more sophisticated styles, in metal
and acetate, in oversized and cat-eye shapes, reflecting the typical style of the ESCADA woman. Each model embodies a sense of urban
glamour, refined elegance and femininity.
The glasses draw their inspiration from all those women who flaunt a naturally chic, head-turning look, embodying an expertly refined
spontaneity and sophistication.
Besides classic black, beige and grey, the collection ranges from natural shades such as delicate blues and browns to cooler hues and an
extensive array of reds and oranges.

SES404 col. 700
This oval oversized frame is the perfect embodiment of the chic 1950s,
inspired by the great film star, Ava Gardner. Semi-transparent acetate
gives these glasses a contemporary feel. Available in black, light
brown and milky grey. ESCADA’s elegant “E” logo is engraved on the
temple tips.

SES401 col. T31
This elegant, classically shaped model sports a modern feel. The
combination of acetate for the front piece and metal for the double
bridge provides a highly refined detail. The colours reflect those of
the ESCADA Resort Collection: black, shiny havana, shiny transparent
blue, honey, opaline grey.

SES888 col. 300G
This style’s metal fame is slender and sporty. The double bridge and
vintage-style round lenses make for a particularly contemporary and
trendy design. ESCADA’s elegant “E” logo is engraved on the golden
temple tips. Original colour combinations feature rose gold/black,
palladium/petrol, palladium/dark grey, rose gold/beige.
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SES396 col. 1FG
An extremely feminine model echoing the style of the 1960s.
The rounded acetate and metal frame presents no sharp edges or
corners. The ESCADA logo is engraved discreetly on the temples.
Available in the following colour combinations: black, milky grey/
brown, shiny havana, burgundy/opaline pink, blue horn/blue.

SES403 col. GGR
These refined sunglasses offer a modern reinterpretation of a
quintessentially 1950s style. The elegant cat-eye shape demonstrates
ESCADA’s unswervingly keen eye for detail: fine lines on the front piece
provide that extra something that makes them special. ESCADA’s
elegant “E” logo is engraved on the temple tips. Available in black and
shiny brown, as well as striped cyclamen and powder.

SES887 col. 1AR
The sophisticated blend of materials in this wide, cat-eye model makes
for a contemporary pair of glasses. The metal frame is extremely light
and slender. The front piece is characterized by decorative acetate
inserts, with matching temple tips.
Available in various colour combinations: shiny black/havana, antiqued
brown/opaline beige, burgundy/mother of pearl, plum/mother of pearl,
blue/mother of pearl.
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